
Cabinet Secretary to celebrate the
best of Wales in Dubai

In addition to a number of engagements to promote Welsh culture and increase
business links between Wales, Dubai and the wider United Arab Emirates, the
Cabinet Secretary will join a record twenty five of Wales’ finest food and
drink producers at the Gulfood Trade Show, one of the world’s largest annual
food and beverage exhibitions. 

The Trade Show is an opportunity to promote Wales’ food and drink sector on
the international stage and help Welsh producers’ efforts to establish new
business relationships and expand their sales into potentially lucrative new
markets.

 During the visit, the Cabinet Secretary will announce she is making
£2.4million available to ensure Wales remains well-represented at high
profile food and drink trade events and visits around the world over the next
two years, providing further opportunities to showcase Wales and world class
Welsh produce. 

The Cabinet Secretary said: 

“St David’s Day presents us with a fantastic opportunity to
celebrate our people, our history, our culture, and, of course, our
high quality larder of food and drink produce. 

“Wales’ food and drinks sector is a success story. We are already
more than half way towards achieving our target of 30% growth in
the sector by 2020, generating over £260 million from exports.
 Almost 90% of these are going to the EU, which is why we strongly
advocate, on behalf of Welsh businesses, continued full and
unfettered access to the European Single Market. 

“It is important we remain an outward focused and welcoming nation.
The challenges presented by a “Hard Brexit” are obvious but I am
encouraged by the fact Wales’ food and drink sector is well placed
to tackle the challenges we now face and grasp new opportunities. 

“International exhibitions are vital in raising Wales’
international profile as they present the opportunity for Welsh
businesses to prosper by entering new overseas markets. I am
delighted, therefore, to confirm we are investing £2.4m over the
next two years to have a strong presence at a series of important
food and drink exhibitions and trade visits both in the UK and
overseas including a continuation of our ongoing presence at
Gulfood.”

Lesley Griffiths will also support an additional Welsh Government-led trade
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delegation involving twelve small and medium sized enterprises from Wales
aiming to grow their business in Dubai and the wider region. The delegation
will visit the site of the next World Expo, taking place in Dubai in 2020.
 Expo 2020 offers significant commercial opportunities for Welsh businesses
of all sizes and in many sectors.   

 Wales’ cultural excellence will be showcased in Dubai by the presence of the
Welsh National Opera who will be performing Puccini’s Madame Butterfly and La
boheme over the first two weeks of March. In addition, during the evening of
St David’s Day itself, Lesley Griffiths will attend a special performance by
a trio of Welsh National Opera performers at a ‘Wales – Business and Culture’
reception at the British Embassy in Dubai. The event will also provide a high
profile opportunity to show Wales’ strengths as a place to visit, study and
do business.     

To end her visit, the Cabinet Secretary will speak at a celebratory St.
David’s Day Ball organised by the local Welsh Club.  

National Statistics: Local authority
municipal waste management: July to
September 2016

Data on waste management are collected in order to monitor progress towards
national and local targets; in particular against the requirements of the EU
Landfill Directive.

News story: Animal medicines
improvement notice: Diatom Retail
Limited

This Notice was issued as Diatom Retail Limited were placing on the market
Diatomaceous Earth based products for use in the worming of animals contrary
to Regulation 4 of the Veterinary Medicines Regulations (VMR).

The improvements required are for:

the highlighted medicinal claims, as identified in supplied sample
documents, to be removed from all Diatom Retail Ltd marketing material
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Diatom Retail Ltd to provide written confirmation to the VMD that no
further attempts will be made to market their products for the purpose
of worming animals without proper authorisation

News story: Worm bait returns for
trial period at Exmoor fishery

The Environment Agency is continuing conservation measures on its Watersmeet
and Glenthorne Fishery for the coming season.

Restrictions have been in place on this popular Exmoor fishery since 2014 in
response to disease problems affecting adult salmon and sea trout returning
to the East Lyn to spawn. Recent monitoring also revealed reduced numbers of
young salmon.

Anglers have been allowed to continue fishing for salmon and sea trout on a
‘catch and release’ basis throughout the season and have been limited to
fishing with a fly or spinner only. The use of worms was traditionally
allowed from 16 June. However, this method of fishing can be very effective
and has been prohibited in recent years to limit the number of fish caught
while stocks have been under pressure.

Following discussions with the Lyn Riparian Owners Association and local
interest groups, worming is being allowed again on a trial basis this year
from 16 June, subject to strict conditions.

Worms will only be allowed when fished on a single circle-patterned hook, no
larger than Size 4. A circle hook increases the likelihood a fish is hooked
in the jaw where it can be safely removed. This type of hook reduces the risk
of ‘deep hooking’ which can sometimes occur when worming. It also reduces the
chances of accidentally catching trout and salmon parr on this method.

All salmon and sea trout must still be released throughout the 2017 season,
irrespective of the method used to catch them. As a further conservation
measure, anglers will not be allowed to fish with worm at any time in Long
Pool.

Mike Holland of the Environment Agency said:

We want fishermen to continue to enjoy their sport on the
Watersmeet and Glenthorne Fishery, but at the same time ensure
suitable measures are in place to safeguard migratory fish
returning to the river to spawn.
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By allowing only circle hooks to be used for worming we hope to
maximise the survival chances of any salmon and sea trout caught
and released by this method. We’ll review the success of this trial
at the end of the season.

The brown trout fishery regulations remain unchanged. The full list of
fishery regulations can be found printed on the reverse of the permits,
purchasable from local agents.
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Watersmeet and Glenthorne Fishery, but at the same time ensure
suitable measures are in place to safeguard migratory fish
returning to the river to spawn.

By allowing only circle hooks to be used for worming we hope to
maximise the survival chances of any salmon and sea trout caught
and released by this method. We’ll review the success of this trial
at the end of the season.

The brown trout fishery regulations remain unchanged. The full list of
fishery regulations can be found printed on the reverse of the permits,
purchasable from local agents.


